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Abstract: We present a brief overview of orbital angular momentum (OAM) entanglement
and describe how OAM-entangled photons can be used for precision measurement.

In generic classical schemes for optical phase measurements, the sensitivity is limited by what is known
as the standard quantum limit, which scales as 1/

√
N , where N is either the average number of photons

in the coherent state input to the interferometer or the number of times the experiment is repeated with
one-photon fock-state input [1]. More recent works have shown that the use N -photon entangled-state input
to an interferometer can improve the sensitivity beyond the standard quantum limit by giving rise to phase
super-resolution [2, 3], that is, the narrowing of interference fringes by N times compared to the fringes
obtained with classical schemes, and phase super-sensitivity, that is, the scaling of the sensitivity of optical
phase measurements as 1/N , in contrast to the 1/

√
N scaling obtained in classical schemes. [4].
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Fig. 1: Schemes for supersensitive measurement of angular displacement using (a) two entangled photons
and (b) four entangled photons. θ is the angle of rotation of the Dove prism in mode g. Da and Db are
detectors set to detect one photon each in the mode characterized by index l and −l, respectively. Da1, Da2,
Da3 and Db1 are detectors set to detect one photon each in the mode characterized by index l, l, l, and −l,
respectively. PDC stands for parametric down-conversion, BS for beam splitter and DP for Dove prism.

We consider an analogous type of measurement, namely, angular-displacement measurements. We seek to
answer the question as to how accurately the angular displacements (rotations) introduced in a beam of light
inside an interferometer by an optical component, such as a Dove prism, can be measured. Using a 4×4
matrix formulation, we explicitly analyze measurement schemes for two and four entangled photons. We
find that the use of entangled photons with non-zero orbital angular momentum increases the resolution of
angular displacement measurement by a factor of Nl while the sensitivity increases as 1/2Nl, where N is
the number of entangled photons and l the magnitude of the orbital-angular-momentum mode index [5].
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